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Adoption of Arguments

ADOPTION OF ARGUMENTS IN SPRINGER'S BRIEF, AND
RE-AFFIRMATION OF PREVIOUS ADOPTION

Comes now Oscar Amos Stilley, (“Stilley”), and for his adoption of arguments in 

Lindsey Kent Springer's brief, and re-affirmation of Stilley's previous adoption, states:

United  States  v.  Swingler,  758  F.2d  477,  493  (10th  Cir.  1985)  stands  for  the 

common sense proposition that an appellant adopting another pleading, in whole or in 

part, should show how the argument is applicable to the adopter unless the applicability is 

reasonably apparent without further elaboration.

This adoption shows why the arguments of Springer are applicable to Stilley.

Stilley has already adopted the Internal Revenue District,  (“IRD”), and District 

Director, (“DD”), arguments, and the Paperwork Reduction Act, (“PRA”) argument.

Stilley contends that this was and is a valid adoption of the identified parts of 

Lindsey Kent Springer's brief.  Stilley denies that any further action is necessary in order 
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to make this legal act effective, despite the contrary implications of certain verbiage in 

the Court's December 27, 2010 order.  Nevertheless, to the extent necessary and proper, 

Stilley re-affirms, restates and incorporates his previous adoption into this pleading as if 

the same were set forth herein word for word.

Stilley furthermore claims his independent right to file a full 14,000 word separate 

brief after the active interference of the DOJ, affecting Stilley's right to access the courts,  

is brought to a halt.  To the extent that an election is required, Stilley elects his right to  

file a full length brief without interference but also claims his right to adopt Springer's 

brief.  Stilley's reasoning in this regard is stated in a motion for reconsideration filed 

contemporaneously herewith.

To the extent that same will not jeopardize the right to file a separate brief under 

those terms, Stilley hereby adopts the remainder of Springer's argument, subject to the 

terms, conditions and limitations set forth herein.  If the Court contends that Stilley is not 

entitled to adopt additional parts of Springer's argument, except at the expense of filing 

his own brief, Stilley respectfully requests a show cause order setting forth the legal basis 

for such a conclusion.

I. Internal  Revenue Districts,  and District Directors,  no longer exist.   Thus,  
Stilley cannot be criminally liable for failure to provide information or money 
to such non-existent entities or officials.

Springer's  argument  is  unassailable  as  to  Springer  himself.   As  to  Stilley,  an 

individual once removed from Springer, the DOJ's hurdle is even greater.
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First, Stilley, in his motion for judgment as a matter of law below, set forth facts 

showing that he was bound by civil law, criminal law, and the ethical rules for attorneys, 

to promptly pay over money in his IOLTA account to the “person entitled.”

District Court Judge Stephen P. Friot, (“Friot”), struck the document sua sponte. 

Stilley moved to reinstate the pleading on the grounds that Friot's order 1) Denied due 

process by striking a pleading filed on the deadline without giving Stilley opportunity to 

be heard, 2)  Was an erroneous application of the local civil rules to the local criminal 

rules where the facts showed clearly that the district judge involved had not consciously 

decided  which  rules  would  actually  be  applicable  in  a  criminal  case,  3)  Was  illegal 

because it treated a brief and a separate motion as mere separate parts of a single brief  

when the rules made it clear that motions are not briefs and are not treated as briefs, 4)  

Demonstrated “bait and switch” conduct on the part of Friot since by his previous official 

rulings he had indicated a belief that Stilley's position was in fact correct, and 5) Denied 

due process by adopting a de facto rule with no notice and no opportunity to prevent 

prejudice as the result of the surprise application of the rule.

This, of course, is from memory since Stilley doesn't have said pleading in his 

possession or available to him.  Thus, this list is not exhaustive.  The motion and brief are 

at Stilley's home in boxes, bound and tabbed and sitting there along with the rest of the 

docket items, utterly useless to Stilley unless the Court intervenes and forces the DOJ to 

cease its active, calculated interference with Stilley's right of access to the courts.

For the purposes of this pleading, Stilley assumes that this Court has read or will 
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read Stilley's previous pleading adopting Springer's PRA, IRD and DD arguments.

The corrected brief  has  been filed,  and Stilley  extends his  thanks to  opposing 

counsel  for  their  courtesies  in  not  opposing  adoption.   If  the  Court  deems  Stilley's 

adoption  to  overreach,  or  to  be  over-broad  or  burdensome,  Stilley  stands  ready  and 

willing  to  accommodate  the  Court  to  the  extent  of  his  abilities,  upon  notice  and 

opportunity to be heard.

Had Friot issued an order for condensation of Stilley's motion for judgment as a 

matter of law, Stilley would have complied.  Stilley might have argued that his pleadings 

were compliant or that local rules violated due process, etc., under proper circumstances, 

but he certainly would have reduced the length of the document by the modest amount it 

allegedly exceeded the limit if the opportunity had been given.

Many questions arise that must be answered in order to maintain the incarceration 

of Oscar Stilley with any semblance of legality or even legitimacy.

First,  who was Stilley supposed to give information to,  if  in fact  he was duty 

bound to provide information to a District Director?  Of course, the DOJ has provided not 

one single bit of law or evidence that Stilley was required to give any information or 

money to anyone.

Section  6011  of  the  Internal  Revenue  Code,  (“IRC”),  by  express  words  only 

applies when “required by regulation.”  There must be some regulation in effect at the 

time of the alleged offense.  Stilley was provided with no such regulations below and has 

not been provided with any such regulations now.  In fact, although some improvement 
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has been made to the functioning of the prison's electronic law library, it still does not 

have the set of federal regulations effective at the times relevant to the offense.  It only 

has a current version of regulations.  Thus, the government remains in the position to cite 

to “apparently authoritative” regulations, leaving Stilley altogether unable to review the 

regulations promulgated at such time or times, so he might intelligently respond.

Second, if Stilley was supposed to give money or information to a person other 

than the “person entitled,” the DOJ should show how Stilley should have known this, 

who he should have given the money to, and how Stilley should have been aware that he  

would escape criminal and civil liability, and attorney professional discipline, by stealing 

money for conveyance to some as yet unnamed official.  Caselaw shows that persons who 

attempt to “file” documents with the wrong officer have not actually done so and receive 

none of the benefits of filing.  Likewise, giving money to an official without any statutory 

authorization is such an irrational thing to do, that the DOJ should surely be compelled to 

set forth a distinct legal requirement of which Stilley had been given notice.

Third, as was so ably explained by Springer, by and through counsel, Congress 

declared  by  law  that  the  federal  government  has  no  jurisdiction  with  respect  to  the 

matters pertinent to this case, save through the agency of DDs and IRDs.  By such laws 

and regulations thereunder, all required information and money must be transmitted to the 

DD as the chief executive officer of an IRD, and not otherwise.

Unless exception is made, the citizen is presumed to know the law.  This is, of 

course, a presumption only, and one which is not factually true as to all the law with 
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respect to any citizen, since the laws are so extensive and complicated that no individual 

can know all the laws.  Nevertheless, the DOJ, in enforcing the law, is restrained by this 

principle  and cannot  be  heard to  plead  ignorance  of  what  the  law actually  says.   In 

additional  to  the  general  principal,  the  DOJ has  the  duty  of  researching the  law and 

ensuring that it has actual and correct knowledge as to the laws and regulations pertinent  

to any criminal charges that it pursues.

IRDs  and  DDs  don't  exist  anymore.   The  DOJ  is  presumed  to  know  the 

Congressional mandate AND the fact that no DDs and IRDs exist, AND the fact that 

Congress prohibits unauthorized activities outside of Washington, DC, except expressly 

provided by law, as provided by 4 U.S.C. § 72 and 26 U.S.C. § 7621.

The government cannot discount these facts or presume ignorance on the part of 

any individual criminal defendant, adversely to such defendant.

The DOJ also knows that Cheek v. United States, 498 U.S. 192 (1991) and Bryan 

v.  United States,  524 U.S. 184, 194 (1998) impose upon them a duty to prove that a 

criminal  defendant  was  aware  of  the  “specific  provision”  of  the  law that  they  were 

charged with violating.  This specific knowledge must be 1) alleged in the indictment, 2) 

proven beyond reasonable doubt at trial and 3) found by the trial jury.

Therefore, the DOJ was duty bound not only to identify some specific provision of 

law or regulation that required Springer to perform an act, but also the DOJ was required 

to secure indictment, trial proof and jury verdict concerning the actual head knowledge of 

Stilley, that Stilley was required to perform some act.   This requirement at each stage 
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relates to the “specific provision” of the law, and not merely to some general concept.

Stilley has already proven that he was given nothing more than a choice of which 

sword to fall upon.  The DOJ to this day refuses to identify the specific provision of law 

upon which it relies, and thereupon, show that Stilley possessed this head knowledge but 

refused to act upon it.  Stilley faithfully complied with his ethical duties as an attorney.

The paperwork to which Stilley has no access contains language to the effect that 

the government couldn't  charge Stilley with any evasion of his own taxes for lack of 

venue.   Yet,  the  government  had  no  proof  whatsoever  of  one  single  act  within  the 

Northern  District  of  Oklahoma,  (“NDOK”),  by  Oscar  Stilley  that  could  give  the 

government jurisdiction and venue over Stilley.  If the DOJ disputes this fact in any way, 

it should belatedly comply with Cheek and Bryan, and in light of same, show where in 

the record there is any evidence that Stilley performed any act in the NDOK that would 

have given venue to that court over Stilley.  It should also show where this was alleged in 

the indictment and show language in the jury instructions and verdict forms ensuring that 

such was found beyond reasonable doubt by the trial jury.

II. The  effect  of  the  Paperwork  Reduction  Act  on  Stilley's  requirement  to  
provide information regarding money transacted through Stilley's IOLTA

The Court has declared that Stilley has not proven that he is not a flight risk, and 

thus, declined to consider whether his appeal is sufficiently meritorious to qualify for 

release pending appeal.  Stilley has stated under oath that he would surrender for the 

service of any sentence.  Furthermore, he agreed to surrender and be in custody when the 
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decision on this appeal is released, unless the Court directed otherwise.

The doctrine  of  fugitive  disentitlement  gives  this  Court  a  basis  for  dismissing 

Stilley's appeal, should he flee.  Ortega-Rodriguez v. United States, 507 U.S. 234, 239 

(1993).  The theory is that flight is tantamount to abandonment of the appeal.

The primary way that an appellant proves that he is not likely to flee is through the 

strength of his own case.  Waiving a strong appeal is much more adverse to one's interests 

than  waiving  a  weak  appeal.   Yet,  this  Court,  after  sidestepping  Springer's  repeated 

requests through the legal process for a ruling on the PRA issue, has in the instant case, 

refused to make legally required findings concerning the strength of the appeal.

This Court's continuing evasion of the PRA issue, while hurriedly commencing the 

imprisonment of Springer & Stilley, is a tacit admission that the PRA is a valid defense to 

any punishment for failing to make any Form 1040 to any officer or employee of the IRS. 

If this Court has a suitable answer whereby it might reject the argument with words on 

paper bearing some semblance of rationality, why not make the findings required by law?

Such is the best evidence that Stilley is unlikely to flee.  Yet, this Court refuses to 

discharge its solemn judicial functions, required by its own sworn oaths, to make such 

findings.  The Court has refused to make such findings and has declared that it will not  

entertain any more such motions.  If this doesn't demonstrate that the continued detention 

of Stilley pending appeal is derived from considerations political and not legal, the DOJ 

should explain.

Under  the  PRA,  the  information  collection  request  must  inform the  person  to 
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whom the information collection request is directed of various facts.   Whether or not 

Springer  was  informed,  no  penalty  can  be  inflicted  upon  Stilley  unless  Stilley  was 

informed of each fact listed in the PRA as a condition precedent to the lawful collection 

of information.

Shern admitted that the IRS didn't care what else Springer did “If Springer filed 

returns and paid taxes.”  Yet, the very form alleged in the indictment, Form 1040, has a  

place for signature for the “taxpayer.”  Stilley is not the “taxpayer,” as that term is used in 

the law, with respect to the facts  of this  case.   Thus,  he could not have successfully 

submitted a  Form 1040 to anyone,  much less  a  DD.   Stilley  could not  legally  forge 

Springer's name nor would his own signature suffice.  Nor could Stilley unilaterally pay 

Springer's taxes without an “assessment” or “self-assessment” even if he thought they 

were due and wanted to pay them.

Bryan and Cheek are both relevant to the PRA issue, as well as to the DD and IRD 

arguments.   What  was  the  specific  provision  of  law  requiring  a  lawyer  to  supply 

information to the government upon the distribution of loan proceeds from an IOLTA 

account?  The PRA requires the requester to say whether the response was voluntary, 

required to receive a benefit, or mandatory, as to a person similarly situated to Stilley.

The PRA was meant to control 'bootleg' forms.

Bootlegging includes forms that have no legal purpose but also require forms to 

inform a reasonable person who the request is aimed at and with respect to whom the 

response would be mandatory.  Otherwise,  the requirement of disclosure that  a given 
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form is mandatory would cease to have any meaning.

The authority must be cited for the requirement.  The DOJ has not made any effort 

to show any citation on any Form 1040, or related form, requiring attorneys to provide 

information on said form, respecting distribution of loan proceeds,  or with respect to 

paying out money at the request of a client, whatever the client's purpose may be, and 

whatever the character of the transfer.

Springer is entitled to lenity.  Stilley even more so.

III. The required suppression of evidence obtained in bad faith

Stilley has no access to trial  exhibits which are the foundational basis for this 

argument.  Shern lied to Stilley to get his grand jury testimony, saying that Stilley was not 

under criminal investigation when he plainly was.  The information so obtained was an 

indispensible prerequisite for the indictment eventually obtained.

Confronted with the fact that he had claimed there was no criminal investigation of 

Oscar Stilley, while Assistant U.S. Attorney Kenneth Snoke claimed there was, Shern had 

a novel theory.  Shern didn't deny having said that no criminal investigation was pending. 

Nor could he deny Snoke's claim there was since that was made in open court for the 

purpose of attempting to deny an individual (Richard Blackstock) his choice of counsel.

Shern claimed that both statements were true, because, in his novel theory, the 

term “criminal investigation” had different meanings at different times.  In other words, a 

word means what the government wants it to mean, neither more nor less, at a given time.

Such doublespeak is the very essence of bad faith.
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How could Brian Shern exercise authority as an IRS Criminal Investigation Agent 

to  obtain  a  warrant  September,  2005  to  search  Lindsey  Springer's  house1 or  issue  a 

subpoena to question Oscar Stilley if a DOJ referral had been made October, 2004, as 

indicated by the Judith Patterson grand jury testimony, or even if it had been made later in 

June, 2005?  Where is the “bright line” between IRS and DOJ jurisdiction?

How can they be cooperating witnesses when they speak to Lindsey Springer but 

special  agents when talking to Oscar Stilley, and how can any authority be exercised 

outside of 26 U.S.C. § 7601 and the corresponding regulation at 26 CFR 301.7601-1?

Now, consider the following.

Stilley was expected to give “tax information” to the IRS, even though he was 

under criminal investigation, and even though such information would have been treated 

as  a  voluntary  testimonial  statement  under  the  Fifth  Amendment.   Stilley  is  now 

incarcerated for the failure to give up his Fifth Amendment rights, without prompting, 

without any law, in violation of the PRA, and without any precedent whatsoever.

In fact, the DOJ has set forth no scenario that makes the slightest bit of sense 

whereby  Stilley  could  have  performed  the  acts  they  sought  from  him,  within  any 

semblance of a statutory or regulatory framework.  Stilley was expected to simply gush 

out  all  sorts  of  ridiculous,  contradictory  and  false  information  for  the  benefit  of  the 

government whether it would be used against Lindsey Springer, Oscar Stilley or both.

Stilley was expected to do this without being told, despite the fact that doing so 

1 Oscar Stilley's name was on the search warrant as a target.
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would undeniably and justifiably result in his disbarment.

Such is the absurdity of the DOJ's position in this case.

IV. Issues regarding the definition of Gift, Income, Venue, etc. adopted by Friot

Stilley perceives that the DOJ lawyers engaged in unlawful, ex parte contact with 

Friot in getting their misleading “gift” jury instruction.  This he cannot adequately prove 

unless he has the docket items and other records, including his notes, and furthermore, is 

able to maintain same with a high degree of organization, continuity, and structure.

Cheek and Bryan are again relevant.  The IRS is well known to “shop the circuits” 

until the last circuit is down.  In other words, the IRS may lose a particular issue in every  

circuit but one, and yet, litigate the same issue in the last circuit.

Stilley lives in the territorial area of the Eighth Circuit.  The trial was held in the 

NDOK, same being part of the territorial area of the Tenth Circuit.  Friot borrowed and 

butchered a jury instruction on the term “gift,” from the Fifth Circuit if memory serves, 

and all the while, $1.2 million had been confiscated from Springer in the Third Circuit,  

while testimony and evidence of that confiscation denied Springer during trial.

How can Stilley possibly have the  Bryan and  Cheek knowledge of the “specific 

provision of law” when there is no such nationally promulgated “specific provision?”

Judge Friot's butchered gift instruction even denies the Supreme Court's decision 

in Commissioner v. Duberstein, 363 U.S. 278, 80 S.Ct. 1190 (1960).

As the  Bryan Court explained "... tax cases ... involved highly technical statutes 

that  presented  the  danger  of  ensnaring  individuals  engaged  in  apparently  innocent 
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conduct.”  Stilley was ensnared in conduct that he was duty bound to perform under the 

ethical rules of the state of Arkansas.  Friot refused to consider the unassailable facts 

showing that this was true with respect to Stilley.

The  371  “defraud  clause”  cannot  ever  be  used  with  respect  to  a  tax  offense 

consistent  with  the  rule  of  law.   It  is  impossible  to  allege  or  prove  knowledge  of  a 

“specific provision of law” when everyone agrees that no provision of law, general or 

specific, even exists.

Are  citizens  required  to  check  the  law in  every  single  circuit,  presume  gross 

overreaching and modification of the caselaw of the circuit most harsh to the citizens, and 

govern their conduct accordingly?  This stands Bryan and Cheek, and common sense and 

ordinary decency, on its head.  This not only allows the IRS to “shop circuits” to the bitter 

end in the collection of illegal taxes.  It also allows the IRS to imprison persons who 

follow the law of their own circuit, until and unless the Supreme Court speaks, or the last  

circuit speaks, cutting off the government's position.

This is part of what Cheek and Bryan were intended to stop.

But this frightful scenario doesn't tell the whole story.  A material change of tax 

law cannot take place unless the IRS makes a claim that a taxpayer can challenge.  The 

IRS can maintain silence in the last circuit and use the law of that last circuit to imprison 

political dissidents in any of the other circuits.  By such perfidy, the IRS could effectuate 

a de facto change of law nationally, contrary to all but one of the circuits, by the simple 

expedient of “bypassing” the one circuit where the question of law remains unsettled. 
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The  IRS thus  would  terrorize  the  citizenry  by  bringing  cases  only  where  they  have 

politically reliable persons such as Judge Friot, ready and willing to imprison citizens 

based on a corruption of the law from a foreign circuit.

A common law crime may be “a beastie that  cannot exist” according to many 

opinions, but it is exactly what Stilley stands convicted and incarcerated for.

V. Sixth Amendment Counsel

Stilley adopts Springer's argument in this regard only because he did not receive a 

proper warning by a disinterested judge seated according to the law.  Stilley does not rely 

on any of the other reasoning in the argument.   Nor does he state or imply what his  

election would be in the event of a remand under this issue.

Stilley is not able to effectively comply with  Swingler with respect to this point 

without an order prohibiting the DOJ-BOP from actively interfering with Stilley's use of 

his own property and rights to property in his own defense.  See also  United States v.  

Abdenbi, 361 F.3d 1194, 1202 (10th Cir. 2004) “even an issue raised before the district 

court is waived if it is not adequately developed on appeal.”

Stilley reserves the right to develop this argument in his own separate brief.

This Court cannot properly reverse and remand for any purpose except dismissal 

without addressing the question of the legitimacy of Friot's action in presiding over the 

case.  And, that includes his appointment by Judge Claire Eagan by Miscellaneous #23.

Otherwise,  the Court  would be sending the case to an incompetent and biased 

court for substantive judicial activity.  This Court could not do such a thing consistent 
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with due process.  However, Stilley confidently states that this is not necessary since the 

other issues clearly require a reversal and dismissal with prejudice.

VI. Sentencing Issues

Stilley particularly needs the ability to use his own resources without interference 

in order to adequately preserve his appellate rights with respect to sentencing.

For  example,  and not  by  way of  limitation,  he  has  no  access  to  much of  the 

Presentence Report Investigation, (“PSI”), documents.  The prison will not allow access 

to anything except the final Presentence Report, (“PSR”), and that only in isolation.

If Stilley could create scans of the complete PSI documentation, and save it in a 

password  protected  file,  then  the  DOJ-BOP's  legitimate  interest  in  protecting  the 

confidentiality of PSR information would be preserved, yet Stilley could access them as 

needed to prepare his brief.

However, Stilley submits that this will not be necessary since the entire judgment 

of conviction is unlawful and must be overturned.  Some of the Swingler material herein 

might actually be better placed in a challenge to one or more counts of the indictment. 

Furthermore, some of the Swingler material will “cross lines,” being applicable to more 

than one sentencing point, and perhaps also, to one or more counts of conviction.

Everyone is entitled to their own opinion but not to their own facts.  Friot refused 

to allow Stilley to even present evidence of the “net worth” method of tax liabilities. 

Stilley's net worth was negative according to the PSR.  Stilley intended to eliminate any 

“holes” into which a tax liability might be pegged.  For example, a lavish lifestyle might 
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in the opinion of witness Brian Miller constitute a basis for a claim of tax liabilities. 

Stilley intended to eliminate these possibilities with proof.

Friot  recognized by  the  questions  that  the  proof  would  show that  conclusions 

based upon the 20% method were necessarily untrue.  Therefore, he barred the testimony 

altogether.  He knew what the facts were, and he knew that the numbers generated by the  

20% method was wildly inflated under anybody's  theory.   He prevented Stilley from 

making a suitable record which would have eliminated uncertainty from all sides, and 

demonstrated that the tax loss claims of the DOJ were utter fiction.

Shern admitted failing to exclude moneys paid to the IRS out of Stilley's IOLTA, 

proving once  again that  no good deed goes  unpunished.   Stilley  knew that  Springer 

helped other people file returns and pay taxes.  Stilley assisted many clients in the same 

course of action based upon the counseled decision of the client.  Thus, the receipt of  

$250,000 from an individual facing a substantial tax claim like Turner was not unusual.

Furthermore, the money remained the property of Turner until some other party 

became the “party entitled” to the money.  Stilley was a trustee only, bound by attorney 

ethical rules, and had no legal choice whether or not to pay out money to a third party  

who had become the “party entitled” to the money.

The sentence is  altogether  illegal,  as  being  more than the  statutory  maximum. 

United States v. Thompson, 814 F. 2d 1472, 1475-77 (10th Cir. 1987) “The commission 

of a substantive offense and a conspiracy to commit it are separate and distinct crimes, 

and a plea of double jeopardy is no defense to a conviction for both.”
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Stilley is accused of joining a conspiracy with Springer, to commit acts that didn't 

violate any specific statute whatsoever.  Friot refused to make findings concerning the 

scope  of  the  conspiracy.   Those  findings  would  have  been exceedingly  beneficial  to 

Stilley, since they would have exposed the very fraud involved in making the accusation. 

The evidence didn't allow findings of any conspiracy at all.

Absent proof that the offense the defendant conspired to violate was itself a felony, 

a 371 conspiracy is by the very terms of statute no more than a misdemeanor, allowing 

punishment no greater than the underlying offense.   The underlying offense in a 371 

“defraud” charge is necessarily a common law crime.  Unless the DOJ can show that this 

underlying common law crime is a felony, it must necessarily be a misdemeanor.

Unless the  DOJ shows otherwise,  Stilley takes the position that  the  maximum 

punishment on conspiracy would be 30 days incarceration.  Some misdemeanors carry a 

maximum penalty of one year incarceration.  If this is such a case, the DOJ can explain, 

and explain why this misdemeanor carries a penalty of up to one year incarceration.

WHEREFORE, Stilley re-affirms his  adoption of the District  Director,  Internal 

Revenue District, and Paperwork Reduction Act arguments, previously filed; adopts the 

opening brief of Springer to the extent stated above, and submits the above facts and law 

to show that  the arguments so adopted,  do in  fact,  pertain to  Stilley;  elects  to adopt 

Springer's brief subject to any specific proviso noted herein, and furthermore to file his 

own separate brief of a full 14,000 words, after 40 days of time with all resources, unless 

brief length or time is extended on proper request; Stilley respectfully requests reversal 
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and dismissal; and requests such other, further, or different relief as may be appropriate 

whether or not specifically prayed.

Respectfully submitted this 15th day of January, 2011

Oscar Amos Stilley (#10579-062)
FCC Forrest City Low
PO Box 9000
Forrest City, AR 72336

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

By my signature above, I certify that on January 15, 2011, a copy of this document was 

served on Frank P. Cihlar, Charles A. O'Reilly, Alexander P. Robbins, Gregory Victor 

Davis and Lindsey Kent Springer by regular mail and Jerold W. Barringer by e-mail.
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